This paper is very important for everyone who works with detachable coils and intends to use the MDS. I want to add our own experience with tungsten coils which may help to understand the findings described by the authors.
three and six months, the colour of the coils changed from black (which is typical for tungsten) to silver. We wondered about this, but could not explain it until we performed electron microscopy of the aneurysm and its surroundings. Black particles of metal were found in the adventitia of the aneurysm and outside the lumen, far away from the coils in phagocytic cells but also in fibroblasts and spindle cells. In the connective tissue near the aneurysm, we Figure 1 Gross pathologic specimen of an aneurysm treated with tungsten coils five months before. The initially black surface is now cleaned and looks like silver.
"Corrosion of Tungsten Spirals" by Weill etAI
A found conglomerates of metal. Spectroscopy on these findings demonstrated that it was metal with a high degree of tungsten but also with a clear degree of iron. This led us to conclude :;;14. I. 1) that there was a corrosion of the coils with metal in the region surrounding of the aneurysm over time;
2) that the coils are not purely tungsten;
3) that it may be dangerous to use this type of coil in human patients.
In the light of these findings, I never used the tungsten coil in a patient.
In my opinion, it is always astonishing and hard to understand how easy it is to bring new interventional materials and methods into clinical use without a foregoing trial comparable to medical drugs.
There is no phase one, two or three study. It seems that anyone can develop something and then test it on patients.
Two years ago, we presented our experimental data on the tungsten coils similar to the presented clinical data in this paper (for example in Val d'Isere) and recommended not using them before this problem was explained and solved. However, no one believed our animal data and the coils are still in use.
